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The next meeting of the Melhourne Branch will he held at 61.

hardware Street, Melhourne on Monday 23rd Eehruary, at 7•45 p.m.

The Guest Speaker will he Mr, J, Morrison, suhject - '34 Years in the
Members are asked to attend and brine: a

International Book Shop',
friend,

^

On 13th March, the A,E,U. Education Committee are sponsoring

a 'Tom Mann Memorial Lecture',

The speaker and venue are not at this

date certain hut can be communicated to anyone desirous of knowing

with a view to attending.

Recent Books ~ Message from Moscow,

By an Observer, $5

Letters from Victorian Pioneers. Edited by G.E.Sayers §10,50
On Borrowed Time - Leonard Mosley <8,40

The Hole in the Bedroom Eloor - By Hal, Gye, $3,25
THE PEOPLES HALL SOCIETY LIMITED
Rees D, Williams

• -uji. it.
Sixty
ago, instead
of looking
television
Sunday
nights,
was years
the fashion
and more
sensibleat
practice
to goon.q.uri
hear
Frank Tudor and Prank Anstey expound the
iights and entitlements of man. They were men and women with
Socialist convictions,

,
Peoples Hall Society was formed in 1911 to raise funds to
puild a lecture
hall and forum for the Socialist Party of Victoria,
It was registered under the Friendly Societies Act to ensure that
the funds raised would be used for that purpose.

Halls for use by Socialists had been difficult to get.
The first Secretary of the Society was Mr, H,H, Champion and
was followed by Miss Bertha Gross who was to become the wife of Mr.
T, Tunnecliffe - the long standing highly respected Labor
Parliamentarian,

_

On 1st October 1913 Mr, F.J, Edmonds was appointed Secretary,

On his death some fifteen years ago Mr, Rees D. Williams - the

present Secretary - took over that office. During a great deal of

"Khis "feime Mr, Donald Cameron - The lahor Senator - '..'as Chairman of *

Diraciiors and on his passing the Chairmanship was assumed hjF Mr,
Llojrd Edmonds - son od the former Secretary, Mr, Edmonds is stdill
Chairman of Directors,

The present day Directors are: Mr, L. Edmonds (Chairman),
Mrs, J, Waters, Mr, R.A. Stenhouse, Mr, K. Ross, Mr. A.T. Brodney,
Mr, G. Ovenden and Mr. R, Cameron,

When the Society was first registered the capital was
approximately £227. It was deposited in the State Savings Bank of
Victoria., Most of that money was raised hy appealing for donations

at pu.hlic meetings. Donors were pursuaded to continue paying and
shares were issued when the payments reached £1,0,0 - a considerable
amount in those days.
There were 245 paid up shares and 147 shareholders,' 162
partly paid shares were forfeited by direction of a meeting held on
8th April, 1914.

Today there are 188 shareholders,

Mr, John Curtin - later Prime Minister and Mr, John Cain.-

later Victorian Premier - were amongst the original shareholders.

The first, registered office was at 239 Collins Street, Melbourne,
The Society set out to achieve its objective of procuring
a hall' to provide an oratorical stadium for Socialist speakers.
Many unsuccessful efforts were made to purchase property. On the

18th May, 1934 the property at 104 (now 456) Queensberry Street,
North Melbourne was purchased. The purchase price was £1200, It
was paid by way of a deposit of £300 and balance by periodical
pajnaents at an interest rate of 5 per cent. The hall was used
frequently for meetings where progressive thought and ideas were
espoused.

On 25th January, 1945 the Society leased the hall to Mr,
J,M, Alexander, a wine merchant of Eastern Market, Melbourne, He.

sub-let the hall to the Eureka Youth lea-gue and the League occupied
it until recently when it vacated the premises. In December 194©
the Society purchased the dwelling situated on the west side of the
hall a.nd after renting it to a Miss Thomas for a number of years
sold it to her.

The Directors are now considering the future use of the Hall
and although it has not. yet been finally decided it may be that the
Hall will be re-constructed and renovated and be let to social,
cultural, community; or union organisations for office space and use
of meeting .rooms.
It is almost certain that a suitable memoria,l to the

Socialist Party of Victoria will be erected at the hall site, .
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pO'Fr "fchG funeral and hospilial voites, and money had to he borrowed
to meet the rest of the working expenses,' (29/4/1895). And again
the President reports 120 accidents in the district, and accident
pay had equalled the receipts.' (1/5/1895).

At the Annual Conference of the Victorian A.M.A. in 1895,
the President moved,- 'That Rule 21 be altered so that levi.es to the

funeral fund per member per quarter, be 1/6 instead of 9 pence as
at present,' He said thatsuch was necessary through the heavydrain on the funeral fund last year. (1/3/1895).
In the Half Yearly Report in July 1895, it was said,- 'Por
the small sum of six pence per week: as contribution, wi-th an
occasional levy, the (Local) Association gives the sum of £1. per
week, accident pay, and in the event of a fa-tal accident, the A,M.A.
pays the widow or "the nearest relative, the sum of £50. and the
branch of which deceased was a member gives a good sum in addition,.'
(24/7/1895).
A summary of expendi-feure since its foundation in 1874 was
given by ¥.G. Spence in 1893. He said that the Balance Sheets of
the Creswick branch of the A.M.A.— 'Show that the association has

contributed to hospital funds "the sum of £1,232-10-0, Por accident®
we have paid £20,259-0-0, and in dons-tions and levies to help thers
£8,730-0-0. Out of "this sum £536 ha,s been spent in relief of
distress in the dis-trict. The balance has gone outside, with the
exception of a few pounds- In addition to ^he above, the members
have given about £2-5,000 in subscriptions for relief of cases of
hardship-, apart from the funds. Thus we have a grand total of
£55,989 given in alleviation of the sufferings of -their fellow
creatures. Assuming that -two thirds of our members also belong to
Priendly Societies, it is probable that they have paid about
£34,000 to the various lodges, bringing the total up to roundly, say,
£88,000, This is exclusive of £4,267 expended in connection wi-th
the managemen-t, e-tc, of the Association.
I have not set everything down for thevvery large aggregate
made by the many lit-tle helps one neighbour renders another in
times of sickness, e-fcc,, nor have I allowed for the money given by
many of our members in support of the Ballarat, Creswick, dunes,
Daylesford, and Maryborough Hospitals, in which dis-tnricts many of
them reside. Neither have I given the large sums subscribed
annually in aid of the Ballarat Benevolent Asylum, as I have not
a record, but which can be ascertained at the Asylum. The. Creswick
cannot be charged with want of liberality, either individually or

collectively, (The Association) has saved thousands of pounds to
shareholders in our mines, by the provisions raade for accidents
by the miners themselves otherwise mining companies would have had
to provide compensation.
The miner is grudged the few shillings a week he gets as
wages in the most unhealthy occupation there is. He has to take all
"the risks, get none of the dividends, and is expected to provide
himself with half a dozen constitutions, to have the injuries
sus-ttained in the interes-tfcs of others attended to...It is the
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■•• : ■ ■r COroiTIONS AND DANGERS OF CRESWICK AWD ALMKDALE MINERS.
(Continued)

H.H. Pearce.

Six hour shifts in wet drives was the rule, being paid for
as eight hour shifts. But it se-ems that this 'rule' was broken bjthe mine management because a complaint was lodged at the. fortnight
ly meeting of the Amalgamated Miners Association that men were

working eight hours in wet drives.— (Creswick Advertiser,

14/9/1885), Abuse of this 'rule' became so marked that at a meeting
locaL branch of the A.M.A. the Creswick Advertiser reported,
(25/1/1889)— 'The question of payment for very wet drives was also
dealt with, and as we had no scale for eight hours in such places
a good deal of friction had frequently arisen where men had been

compelled to work eight hours in drives wet enough to come under the

six hours scale. It was therefor decided that the rate for eight
hours in drives wet enough for six hours should be 10/-',
I have dealt with miners' accidents, but it is interesting
to trace them along to show the chronic nature of their occurrence.

The Report of the Secretary of the local A.M.A. to the half yearly
meeting, said,- 'During the term no fewer than 14, cases of fatal

accidents have occurred, visE. 7 at Bendigo, 1 at Malmsbury, h at

Ballarat, 1 at Stawell, 1. at Castlemaine, i. at Zeehan, 1 at
Chiltern, and 1 at Egerton.'

(Creswick Advertiser, 4/8/1893).

At the Half Yearly Meeting, the Report says,— 'The accident
pay and other expenses during the last six months have been
exceptionally heavy. It is with deep regret that we have to record

the death of five of our late members through accident'.
Advertiser, 27/7/1894.)

(Creswick

The accident rate was becoming a serious burden on the funds

of the A.M.A. At the Half Yearly Meeting in Januarv 1895, the
President said,— 'The drain on the (Accident Pund; had been
exceedingly heavy during the half year, although the membership had
decreased the accident_pay had not shown any falling off. He hoped

the Stewards (at the various mines) would be very careful in the

future to see that th'^!''clains made were genuine., .There had also

been a heavy death, ra'se during the last term..,'
The. Creswick Advertiser Editorial in the same issue as the.

report, said,— 'The accident pay during the half year has been a
heavy drain on the funds. With a contributing menfeorahip of some
800, about £590 has been paid away for the term under review. This
indicates the hazardous character of the miners' occupation, and the
value of the Association as a provident body.
In no class of work, perhaps, are men so exposed to danger.

YThenever they leave the daylight their health always suffers, and
life may be snuffed out at. any time...In the general ba,l8.nce sheet
we find that the Association has distributed £17,711-0-0 in

accident allowance and £4,733-0-0 in funeral donati.ons', (28/1/1895).
In April the President again reported, - 'The revenue for
the last quarter had been Just about sufficient to meet the accident
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TaniLonists who help mothers
|
the anti-unionisiis never do much for

their fellow-ipan.' (Creswick Advertiser, 26/7/1895).
An interesting and significant matter that casts an
illuminating light on the matter of accidents in the mines, and the
attitude of the mine owners thereto, is contained in the following.
It relates to the Mines Act of 1894, and is in the form of
a recommendation from the 'Ballarat Mining Managers Association',
'for consideration by the Minister of Mines. Under the heading of

'Tributes' it says,—
'This class of employees are in our district very largely
recruited from all the unemployed classes in the community, and it
is impossible to dema.nd of these men that they shall possess any
knowledge, of mining, its risks and responsibilities. Supervision,
to be thoroughly effectual in safeguarding novices and persons with
but a limited knowledge of practical mining, would require that one
steady trained man should be placed with each one of the former
classes... We think that the Mines Bill, to be an equitable measure,

might— while stringently safe guarding the mines from accidents
consequent on his own carelessness or that of incompetant supervis
ors, reckless or blameworthy employers— to provide a less rigorous
code of regulations for workmen or employees when the parties
contract to engage in mining operations of either of the classes
as sketched above. We feel certain that all persons conversant with
these matters, practice.lly or theoretically, will assent to our
proposition that they should be regarded as separate from the great
current of mining labor at present, and as such demanding exemptions

from the major burdens of liability for accidents imposed on owners

by the present Act,.,' (Creswick Advertiser, 27/7/1894).
We must look at this proposition by the Mine Managers, in
the light of the fact that at this time there was a large body of
imemployed 'practical and experienced' miners wanting work. There
was thus no need for inexperienced men to be taken into Tributing
parties, and so keeping experienced miners out of work. The
Managers could easily themselves have put a ban on inexperiencad
men being employed in tributing parties, and so have overcome the
question of the greater liability for accidents. They were not
thinking of the safety of the men at all, but only to escape their
responsibility•

The unemployment among experienced miners is tragically seen
in the passing reference to them in an article on 'Our Alluvial
Goldfields', about 'The Berry Group of Mines', in the 'Creswick

Advertiser' of 16/3/1894 (the same year),— Among other things the
article goes on,-

'Hardly a mine in the Ballarat district employed even a
dozen men at full wages, 'Tributes' and 'Subsist', i.e. an

allowance of 15/- or 20/- per week were, the only inducements open
to miners to remain where they had made their homes'.
That statement is not elaborated or commented upon in any
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way> and thene is no siat-emenlr upon i.ir from any source in iiJae

Advertiser. Yet it indicates, I think, that the Mine. Managers in
t etr recommendation' to the Minister, were merely trying to cash

»

m on the labor situation. If they could establish reduction in

safety regulatrons for 'tributors' with 'inexperienced' men as nates
With experrenced miners, that would be a. step towards relaxation of
con 1 -9^®

normal mining.

What happened to these 'recommendations'

i-u 2 if
notit
know.
Ibe basic
in that
recommendation
is,would
of course,
that
was granted
the point
lowering
of safety
regulations
equally to the 'practical' and 'experienced' tributors as well
as their inexperienced mates, because the latter would not,
conceiveably, be fenced off from the others. Experienced and

inexperienced would all be distributed among each other, because they
all^would be equal in the tributing party, sharing the work as well
as the gold.

The President of the Creswick branch of the A.M.A. at its
8th anniversary gathering, said,— 'The lot of the miner was not

one to be envied. There was no other cla.ss of workman in this grand

coiony who would have to undergo such risk of life and limb. There
was no other class who had to put up with such impure air and

uncomfortable work. The life of the miner was one of self sacrifice,
and they were the poorest paid class of workman when the risks they
labored under while earning, their daily bread were taken into
c onsideration,

And yet it must be confessed, however hard it may be, that
all this was ma^ly their own fault. They were organised into an

Amalgamated' Miners Association, in many ways strong, well-knit,
and co-operative among themselves. They were very proud of all this,
and rightly so, but it all had relation to only taking care at one

end of the. problem,— the effects of the conditions under which they

worked, and not very much about doing away with the causes of those
effects.

This was a condition of mind into which the miners had

be.come set. The start of this conditioning was set right from the

sta,rt of the formation of the A.M.A, by its founder and organiser,
W.G. Spence. He, and all those who followed him, were forever
declaring about the 'moderation' and non-militancy of the A.M.A.'s
activities, and the necessity of co-operation between Capital and
la,bor, and congratulating themselves on the good relationships
that existed between those two bodies. This seemed to be alwa,ys,
mentioned in all Presidential addresses at Annual Conferences, and
on otlier suita,ble occasions. It was a, regular thing for them also
to stress that the A.M.A. was a 'defensive' body and not an offen
sive one. Por instance, the President of the Creswick Branch at its
8th Annual gathering mentioned above, said,'...they were now cemented together to watch and defend

their rights. Their motto was 'defence', and was it not a pleasing
sight to see such a la.rge gathering of re,presentative.s of honest
labor to rejoice over what the A.M.A. had done for them'.

But when one looks at their actual position as miners,

just WHAT had they to 'defend'? Was it the pittance wages they got?
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¥as it the hazardoxis and uncomfortable working conditions?

Was it
the bad air they had to work in? — which the same speaker mentioned

in the same address I I have already shown how, at an earlier date,
when the Association was formed, and at a later date when my own
father and his mates were black-balled, the A.M.A, did nothing to
'defend' its members, (Recorder June, 1968, Vol.3. No,4).
(To be continued.)
NATIONAL (POLITICAL) SHORT HOURS LEAGUE

This League may be said to be the continuation of the

original 8 Hours Movement and 8 Hours League but within the spheres
of the unorganised or weak trades 0.nd the retail services.

In respect to the latter the Ballarat Shop Assistants Assoc

iation was the earliest being formed on 2/10/1856 and was a fore
runner of the Shop Assistants Union of today.

The Short Hours League evolved from a meeting on 9/5/1869
which appointed a Committee to report to one. on 31/5/1869 and

7/6/1869 and at which the League was officially formed at the Earl ©f
Zetland Hotel, Collingwood,

The objects were to be - to shorten the working day and
secure a half holiday on Saturday among workmen the same as for
skilled building tradesmen.

Meetings were held at Richmond, Nth, Melbourne, Brunswick,
Prahran, Williamstown (200 in attendance) and Emerald Hill.,
Branches were first formed at the latter two localities and

by 9/9/1869 Ballarat and Geelong had been added to the list.

The

Ballarat Borough Council had decreed a 9 hour day for its staff.

As from 23/8/1869 it was announced the Central Committee and
associated delegates would meet from then on on Tuesday evenings in
the Trades Hall.

In January 1870, the Geelong Branch had been reformed at a
meeting of 1000 people, with the support of Graham Berry, later

Premier three times and in 3 other Governments, who died 25/1/1904.
carrying the reputation of 'the old radical'.
In the following March, Ballarat had been re-organised on a
more extensive scale, four days later Clunes Branch came into
existence and at Malmsbury where railway construction was proceeding,

240 members were reported,

John Everard M.L.A. (father of W.H,

Everard M.L.A) chaired the opening public meeting in the Trades Hall
became the President after some hesitation and after George

Higinbotham had declined, later presented a petition of 8000
signatures to Parliament where he wo.s also active in other ways.

By 27/9/1869 on an advisory body the National Short Hoiirs
Association had been formed of delegates from the. N.S.H.L. the

Early Closing Association a.nd the Operative Bakers Union, formed
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17/5/1857 but whose 'beginning is recognised "by themselves as from
24/5/1862.
Two months later in November 1869 the League was charged

with taking advantage of a weo,k Government, but in the. 2nd report

of 18/11/1870 it was explained the League ho,d been formed prior to
the Government, had taken advantage of circumstances and it was

intended to watch all parties and attempt to secirre the 8 Hour Day
by any legitimate means.

Ben Douglass reported that Higinbotham had thought 'the
League had unfairly squeezed the McPherson Government and deemed them

a political and partisan body'. Other than this objection to Its
activities he supported the objects of the League.
Members thought G.H. 'narrow and one sided' surely a strange
view of this historic democrat, destined to be held by and to Ben
Douglass by deep bonds of mutual esteem.

Rice said all members had previously been McGullochltes but
not so now and claimed that Graham Berry had made it a condition of
accepting the position of State Treasurer in the McPherson Government

that it would grant the 8 hours system in Government contracts and
employment,

Francis Longmore later said he had left a minute in Railways
that the 8 Hours system be instituted and it was not then his fault
if this had not been carried out.

On 27/II/I869 'The Argus' accused the League of being 8 Hours
men interfering between employers and employees in other trades, to
which Douglass, Vice-Presldent and ¥. Rice, Secretary, replied 'the
League had been formed in May of pick and shovel men and was now
1000 strong.

On 2/2/1870 J.J. Casey and John Everard M.L.A.'s said the
ra'llway platelayers and waterworks employees were now on the 8 Hour

Day and a week later persuaded the Chief Secretary to include an 8
Hour clause in all contracts.

The latter deplored a strike on the N.E. railway as premature.
Thought existing contracts should be allowed to work themselves out.

These examples encouraged the Collingwood and other gas
employees and railway carriage cleaners to seek the assistance of
the League,
120 Journeymen Coachmakers met in the Trades Hall and a

speaker outlined the history and endeavours of the Society from Its
foundation to date. There, Douglass said 16 out of 19 coachmaking
firms were willing to grant the 8 Hours, 3 only were against. Ben
advised the men to 'right themselves and the employers could not
resist.

However the meeting decided to implement the 8 Hour Day

from 28/3/1870,

On 8/4/1870 It was alleged that gas stokers and firemen at
the Metropolitan Gas Company still worked 12 hours per day for 7 days
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par week and received 9/- per day or l/- more than "brickies labourers.
The League, however, rebuffed the men by advising them to;
Q'PPly "to their employers for changes and it was not Tuitil

13/6/1885 stokers commenced an 8 hour day.

The Union had been formed some time prior to this.

About this time two slaughtermen wrote in the press on the
need for action in that trade in which at that date, no union
existed.

Other League activities included meetings at Hotham and
West Melbourne, a concert at Williamstown in aid of the James Gallo

way (one of early 8 Hour founders) Memorial, a meeting at the
Tankard Temperance Hotel to select a deputa.tion to the Minister of
Public "Works and a deputation to the Commissioner of Customs re

boatmens hours and the first quarter night on 15/3/1870 of the
¥illie.mstown Branch,

Circulars were forwarded to Lenominational Leaders, to 66
newspapers, 29 Mechanics Institutes and 100 Mayors and Presidents
of City Boroughs c-nd Roads Boards, some of these were acknowledged
during March 1870.

Mt.Eli^a a,nd Heidelberg Roads. Boards c,nd the

Geelong Corporation granted their employees the 8 Hour Day, Melbourne
City had a, long and not unfavourable discussion which was abruptly
terminated when it was discovered the letter came from the officers

of the Paviors Society, none of whom was an employee of the M.C.C,
John Everard reported sympathetically on the Williamstown

Graving Dock Strike and the tyranny prevailing there, but on

3.O/5/I87O, Ben Douglass and Conboy condemned this strike as not
being a genuine effort to get the 8 Hour Day but a device for the
contractor to avoid a contract. This view was adopted by the League
'men had taken a rash step. Masons had been asked to carry out the
labourers work, declined and dismissed',
Ben Douglass further added 'Williamstown labourers never

sought advice from the League and to recognise strikes was against
the rules and regulations of the League',

A meeting was held at Williamstown at which only 50 could
crowd in, 200 being left outside, and the men repudiated the N.S.H.L,
and severed diplomatic relations and challenged the detractors to
come down,

W. Rice lost his wife at this stage a,nd w^s unable to take
up the challenge but Conboy accepted but did not fulfill the engage
ment.

Rice sent a letter denying falsehoods and charged William
stown with deceit and said to local Secretary 'liars should have
long memories'. To this he received the reply 'that Rice himself
requires a long and elastic memory',
A later Williamstown meeting on receiving the information of

Conboy'a intended absence, decided the reflections on the striking
labourers were without reflecti.on and set out to assist them.
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A new Secretary of the Williamstown Branch (Chas.Everest)
sai-d the -President had resigned, he himself and others intended to
do likewise 'rather than be bullied by the Strike Committee',

The Annual Meeting was held in St.Patricks Hall on 6/6/1870.

the speakers were Brands longmore M.L.A. (a long accepted democrat)
Douglass, Conboy, Rice Gillespie and others where It was decided to
hold a Conference in July of representatives of the various trades.
At the Conference, Bricklayers, Masons, Labourers, Plasterers,
Carpenter., and Joiners, Painters and Paperhangers, Melbourne Sawyers,
Bakers, Paviors, Compositors, Melb. and Williamstown Engineers, Iron-

moulders, Quarrymen, Shipwrights, Agricultural Implement Makers and
Tailors were represented.

Coaohmakers, Basketmakers, Boilermakers,

Curriers, Gasmakers, Coopers, Tinsmiths and the Early Closing Assoc
iation did not respond to invitations, the last named appeared later.
The inimitable Ben Douglass was elected President and W. Rice

Secretary of the Conference.

Rice presented a four point resoiution

to press the 8 Hour principle -

'i) The Legalisation of the 8 Hours work per day.
The limitation of hours in manufactories, workshops, etc.
The principle to be compulsory upon corporations,

municipal councils, roads boards, and public companies.
The above 3 were adoptedc

(4) To give power to municipalities to close businesses at
times fixed in requisitions by a majority of traders
withir. each municipality.

This evoked a long acrimnnous discussion in which T.J. Jackman
(Sec. of E.C.A.) was severely critized for failing to support a

compulsory adoption of 8 Hours principle. Conciliation versus
Coercion had been considered three times by the E.C.A. but the former
method had always been preferred.

Rice accepted Jackman's sincerety but was criticai of the
E.C.A., said 'Let the Association keep the sympathy of their aristoc
ratic friends and let the League appeai to the democracy - both
actions could bring Success',

Clause four was eventually adopted by the narrow margin of
four votes. The whole resolution was then entrusted to John Everard
to bring before the Legislative Assembly.

The day following the report of the conference, a member of
the E.C.A. complained in the 'Telegraph' 30/7/1870 - 'that the
Association was 3 years old and has done good work in getting support
and sympathy of the community in their endeavours. Support for and

quality of lectures had also indicated wide support and they object
to discontented members of the 8 Hours League now crowding in to
take the credit' - suggested the cause will suffer if coercion

attempted and League members could assist if they shopped in earlier
hoxirs.

Don Macdonald replied the next day 'League believes if

producers of wealth now working 10 hours per day are entitled to 8
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lioura, tlien the exchangers a.ncl transporters of wealth working 12 hoiars
are entitled to the 8 Hour day' and denied the League had been
fermenting strikes,

'G-ranny Argus' was highly indignant at the improprletys of the
League decisions and still supported the E.G.A, attitude., however,
not deterred, a Suh-Comrai.ttee decided to hold a public meeting on

17/8/1870 at which the speakers were to be J.J.Casey, Graham Berry
and Francis Longmore M.L.A's, John Everard occupied the chair. This
meeting pledged itself not to support any candidate tmless he pledged
himself to the 8 Hour Bill,

The following week the 3rd Annual Report was cor..pleted, 5000
copies of which were ordered, some to go to Sydney, Tasmania, N,Z,

Sth, Aust, Deniliquin (where an 8 Hours League had been formed on
4/4/I87O but carefully disclaimed any desire to interfere with the
price of labor) and to every newspaper and Mechanics Institute in
Victoria,
printed.

Some 400 membership cards in 4 different colors were also

On 26/IO/I87O a letter was received from Kyneton indicating
a desire to form a branch there but further suggested the widening
of the aims of the League to include 'keep up wages'. This attitude

was supported by Mr.Carruthers in a written submission. However,
Ben Douglass, true to his conservatism and one issue attitude,
vehemently opposed any introduction of the subject of wages.

On I/12/I87O, in response to an invitation from the Iron
workers Society to a conference on Protection and Tariff, Douglass
and Rice were selected to attend and reported back that the Conference

had outhorised the League Secretary (W.Rice) to prepare a code of
principles and rules for a future meeting to consider.
In early 1871 it was reported that since platelayers had
secured the 8 Hour Day, they had vastly improved their dwellings and
gardens,

Ben Douglass was granted £15 toward.s his expenses of candid

ature for Collingwood, his Secretary being James Weedow later to
figure in other phases of radicalism.

In May 1871» en alleged breach of the Government direction
to work only 8 Hours on Government jobs was raised as having occurred
at Newmarket railway and it was left to Francis Longmore to raise in
Parliament,

This incident proved to be true, the order was counter-manded
and the protesting dismissed employee, reinstated.
The same month a second 8 Hours Conference was held, attended

by 35 delegates representing 14 trades and in view of the later
evolution it was interesting that no distributive trade was represent
ed.

The resolutions of the previous conference were taken in

seriatum, No,l was confirmed.

No,2 amended by addition 'and that all

youths and apprectices be prohibited from working therein for more
than 8 hours per day'. No,3 amended by the addition of 'mining and
other companies and Government works'. No,4 again evoked a long
discussion and was finally confirmed by a majority of 1 vote, 12 votes
to 11,

At a later meeting the Bill of J.J. Casey M.L.A, was discussed
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and a deputation conveyed the feelings of the League to him and

f

he was said to have responded by accepting the amendments proposed.
However, it later transpired that the proposed surcharge on overtime
had been left at the original figure, and the trades expressed
fears that those.with better conditions would be prejudiced.
At a public meeting in the Trades Hall attended by 400
people, three resolutions wore carried, .

1, That this meeting is of the opinion that the partial,
adoption of the 8 Hours System in Victoria has been productive of
the most beneficial reoults to the workmen that ha.ve enjoyed the
great privileges it has conferred, and believes that the legislation
and a more general adoption of the system would lead to a still
larger outcome of national energy, prosperity and happiness and to
. a more general practice of these virtues so essential .to the life
of a nation.

The second resolution accepted Casey's Bill as a fair
compromise rather than lose the principle, the third appointed a
Committee to lobby for its support.
The press were highly critical of the League's activities
and of the penalties sought by the Trades Conference for trading

after 6 p.m. compared the B.C.A. which was doing its work admirably
(by persuasion) and 'why should it be interfered with by delegates
from the artisan class who have nothing in common with it'.

The paper conveniently overlooked that the 8 Hours issue
had originated from the workers, for the workers and by the. workers.
Many traces had secured the benefit as a result.
The tiro.de continued as to what young artisans will do with
extra leisure hours, 'Satan finding idle hands'. - 'all such
improper interferences with liberty of contract between employers
and employed in a country where both meet upon equo.l terms before
the law',
'
The article answered itself - 'But labotir is the chief

sufferer in all those cases in which the injustice sought to be
effected emonates from itself; for capital on its conversion to
money is the Eiost portable of all commodi.ties and the most ■universally
in demand and if the legimitate freedoms of its operations is
improperly interfered with in one country it speedily finds its way
into others where more enlightened legislation prevails'.

Might, have said capital, the savings of labor can flit from
country to country seeking the greatest profits while labor is
expected to be loyal, to work hard, to make all sacrifices and
fight all wars,

'lours not to reason why, only to do and die'.
However the impetus of the League was exhausting itself.
The unorganised workers of small establishments were being brought
together and looking to organisation, the persons unable to

participate in the early gold-digging era and remained as urbanites
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weue passing away or iDecoiiiing employers.

Formal meetings were, still taking place throngliout 1872 and 1873.
tut eventually the funds"were dispersed, Douglass receiving a
grant for his work, Rice his boon supporter, opposed this on

principle and eventually Douglass donated the amount to the Royal
Hospital,

The heyday of the league was passing a few accomplistments
of the League and the E.C.A, remain to he recorded.

In July 1871 the Bourke Street drapers were reported as

intending to close at 2 p,m, on Saturdays, A year later, the 'Age'
on 22/8/1872 - announced a preliminary meeting to form a Chemists
Association, On 28/11/1873 the 'Age' annoxmced a Bakers Short Hours
Movement had been formed,., while in 1882 a Shopmens Assistants
Association was said by David Bennett to have been established, on

7/5/I884 the 'Age' reported the Hothrm Grocers Assistants Union
was said to be progressing favourably while on 28/6/1884 the same
paper said, the Grocers Assistants had net at Manchester Unity Hall,
St,Kild§. Junction and empowered rules to be d.rawn up for adoption
on 9/7/1884.
However it was not xintil 27/3/1886 that the Shop Assistants
decided to separate from the foster parent the Political Short
Hours league and form the Victorian Shop Employees Union, This was
achieved after two preliminary meetings and it was decided to
affiliate to the Trades Hall Council,

THE SONG OF THE LOW,

(To a Popxilar Melody)
We're low - we're low - we're very very low.
As low as low can be;

The rich are high - for we make them so And a miserable lot are we I

And a miserable lot are we I are we I
A miserable lot are we'.

We plough and sow - we're so very very low,
That we delve, in the dirty clay.

Till we bless the plain with the golden grain.
And the vale with the fragrant hay.

Our place we know - we're so very low,
'Tis down at the landlords' feet:
We're not too low - the bread to grow.
But too low the bread to eat.

We're low, we're low, etc.

Down, down we go - we're so very very low,
to the hell of the deep sunk mines.

But we gather the proudest gems that glow,
When the. crown of a despot shines;
And whenever he lacks - upon our backs
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Fresh loads he deigns to lay,

' ^

We're far too low to vote the tax.

But not too low to pay,
We're low, we're low, etc.

•

We're low, we're low - mere rahble we know.
But at our plastic power,
The mould at the lordling's feet will grow

Into palace and chiirch and tower -

Then prostrate fall - in the rich nan's hall.
And cringe at the rich man's door,
We're not too low to build, the wall.
But too low to tread the fl'oor.

We're low, we're low, etc.

We're low, we're low - we're very very low,
let from our fingers glide
The silken flow - and the robes that glow.
Round the limbs of the sons of pride.

And what we get - and. wha,t we give.
We know - and we know oux share.
We're not too low the cloth to weave But too low the cloth to wear.

We're low, we're low, etc.

We're low, we're low - we're very very low,

And yet when the trumpets ri^.
The thrust of a poor man's arm will go

Through the heart of the proudest kingI
We're low, we're, low - our place we know.
We're only the rank and file.
We're not too low - to kill the foe.
But too low to touch the spoil.

We're low, we're low, etc,
ERREST JONES.
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